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Digital acquisition, display and processing for sidescan sonar and sub-bottom profiler 
is now common place with many different options available from a number of 
suppliers.  Two of the earliest systems from suppliers Coda and Octopus continue to 
lead in this field, but offer very different capabilities appealing to different niches, 
despite both now being developed under the CodaOctopus brand since 2002.  This 
article takes a brief look at digital geophysical processing, past present and future. 

Early solutions 
In the early days of seismic exploration, driven largely by the quest for oil and gas, 
seismic data was often recorded direct to paper using a pen plotter.  Synchronised to 
the outgoing transmission (e.g. a blast from an air-gun or TNT) the pen moved 
across the paper plotting the analogue signal picked up by the hydrophone with 
strong echoes resulting in a larger ‘blip’ on the paper.  By repeating this continually 
as the survey vessel passed over the seabed and plotting the seismic traces 
sequentially, a picture of the seabed and its underlying structures was created.  
Recording this data to analogue tape similar to audio tape recorders, provided a 
means of storage and replay; however to achieve higher quality results, more 
sophisticated processing was necessary, which initially drove the development of 
digital processing technology. 

Whilst the simple “wiggle trace” was 
a very effective way of representing 
seismic data and is still a valid and 
useful means of display, other 
methods of data presentation are 
required.  The grey-scale plot, still 
in use today, represents a signal not 
as a wiggle on the page, but as 
printed line of varying intensity, 
more akin to photographic imagery.  
Originally, line scan recorders, as they were 
known, were fairly crude using chemically 
treated paper, spinning blades or rotating 
needles and high voltages to plot the grey-
scale image.  At best they were 
temperamental and sometimes dangerous to 
work with, producing mediocre results.  
Today thermal printing, developed for the 
fax market, has replaced these early 
technologies and allows high quality grey-
scale printing. 

The main problem with paper as a primary 
media is that many surveys comprise 
several, perhaps hundreds of rolls of data and it is therefore a major challenge to 
manage and cross reference.  For many years this was the norm and a great deal of 
time, patience and skill was employed to manage this paper data and make accurate 
interpretations.  In the mid 1980’s a number of companies had started to look at 
using video monitors to display data with a line on the screen replacing the lines on 
the paper.  This had the advantage of dispensing with paper, and if linked to a 
recording device, was an effective means of replay and review but still very limited in 
its usefulness.  At around the same time computing technology was reaching a point 
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where it was possible to digitise and record data using commercially available 
hardware, paving the way for the high resolution digital geophysical processing in 
wide use today. 

Digital Approach 
The first digital acquisition systems for commercial geophysical survey focussed 
largely on the need to digitise, display and record the data and offered a new way of 
storing and reviewing the information.  Digital signal processing was also able to 
replace analogue processing such that the data could be recorded raw and signals 
filtered and cleaned digitally with the opportunity to adjust the settings upon replay.  
Whilst some systems offered data compatibility with post processing and 
interpretation systems already in use in the deep seismic industry, their use was 
limited and they were little more than highly complex, very expensive paperless 
printers.  By the early 1990’s however, it was clear that digital processing on 
commercially available hardware, i.e. the PC, was both desirable and feasible and a 
number of companies evolved to capitalise on this emerging market. 

Born out of early research programs to develop automated analysis and 
interpretation of geophysical data, Coda Technologies was a company formed by four 
PhD students from Edinburgh’s Heriot Watt University who focussed on using digital 
technology to enhance and automate the whole geophysical survey process.  Using 
off the shelf hardware and a revolutionary approach to survey processing, Coda 
developed a complete solution to automate pipeline surveys, automatically analysing 
and detecting pipeline spans and burials and producing a printable report on-line, in 
the field.  It is worth reiterating at this point that survey serves little purpose in itself 
and that the objective of all the thousands of kilometres of survey is to provide a 
report for some other purpose.  It is undoubtedly vital to achieve the best possible 
data quality at every stage to assist in analysis, but ultimately a valid and timely 
interpretation is the real objective.  Whilst pipeline survey is a small niche within the 
geophysical survey industry, it was pioneering and paved the way for more complete 
solutions and therefore faster and 
more accurate means of 
interpretation and end products. 

At around the same time TSS, an 
established supplier of analogue 
processing black-boxes, widely used 
for high resolution shallow seismic 
acquisition, saw the need to update 
their analogue boxes.  Rather than 
adopt the PC based approach taken 
by Coda and others, the 360 
continued the tradition of simple 
standalone solutions, but brought up 
to date with digital signal processing.  
Designed to provide signal 
processing, quality control and recording of shallow seismic sub-bottom profiler data, 
the 360 was further developed by Octopus Marine Systems and worked in 
conjunction with existing instruments and paper recorders, to deliver higher quality 
results.  Incorporating a simple 6-key menu driven user interface, a wide range of 
real-time processing oscilloscope style display and both analogue and digital printer 
interfaces, the 360 was capable, practical and easy to use.  In addition, where 
required, data could be recorded digitally for processing and analysis on a wide 
range of emerging computer-based systems, including those from Coda.  Re-branded 
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as the Octopus 360 and enhanced with a new full seismic display, it was widely 
adopted around the world.  Bridging the gap between traditional analogue surveys 
and the latest PC based processing, it enabled many smaller geophysical survey 
contractors to move forward in terms of data quality without massive investment in 
equipment and training. 

When competitors and niche leaders Coda Technologies and Octopus Marine Systems 
merged to form CodaOctopus in 2002, it was at first thought that there was 
insufficient room for two competing yet different product types.  However it soon 
became clear that each satisfied a particular market sector and that the offerings of 
the Coda and Octopus brands were in fact highly complimentary. 

Current Technology 
Today the Octopus 360 has evolved into the Octopus 
760series for all types of seismic, sub-bottom and 
sidescan.  It is widely used and since its launch in 
mid 2004, more than 70 systems have been 
delivered.  True to its roots, the Octopus 760 is self-
contained, easy to use and provides ‘work-horse’ 
solutions for main-stream commercial survey.  
Contained in a single rugged box, the system 
provides simultaneous acquisition for all commonly 
used sidescan and sub-bottom profiler systems, 
recording to hard disc and DVD in a range of popular 
formats and outputting to a wide range of hardcopy 
printers.  With all data displayed on a large TFT screen, and all necessary processing 
tools for high quality field acquisition, the Octopus 760series has now replaced the 
original 360 as the system of choice on many commercial survey vessels. 

In parallel, the original system developed by Coda, now known as Coda GeoSurvey, 
has grown to encompass all aspects of seismic, sub-bottom and sidescan survey 
processing.  With over 400 systems in the field with 100 of the world’s top survey 
contractors and used by over 1000 trained operators, Coda GeoSurvey has become 
the leading geosurvey solution around the world.  Including both acquisition and 
processing, Coda GeoSurvey is a full-featured system with an extensive array of 
real-time and post processing features such as data cleaning, navigation correction, 
mosaicing, interpretation and reporting tools to help arrive at the all critical final 
report more quickly than previously possible.  Building on the success of Coda’s 
pioneering system, the focus is firmly on productivity and efficiency.  Compatible 
with CAD and GIS systems, it provides geophysicists with all the necessary tools to 
undertake the most detailed analysis and interpretation.  The latest market-leading 
Coda GeoSurvey systems are available on Windows or Linux and are compatible with 
all sidescan sonar and sub-bottom profiler systems, including all the latest digital 
towfish and data acquired on most other acquisition systems. 

The market has shown that there is a place for both approaches to digital 
geophysical acquisition and processing and in many cases simple acquisition 
solutions such as the Octopus 760 operate alongside the more sophisticated 
processing systems like Coda GeoSurvey, with one providing a solid, reliable 
platform for acquisition and recording, whilst the other enables detailed analysis and 
reporting. 
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Development of both Coda GeoSurvey and the Octopus 760 series is ongoing, 
ensuring that the geophysical survey industry has the best possible tools at all times.  

Today, many final products of 
geophysical surveys, be it geo-
referenced mosaiced seabed 
images, coordinates of objects 
and features or CAD files 
defining sub-bottom layers, are 
increasingly being fed into 
larger scale Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) 
which pull together this and 
other related information in a 
world-view for cross referencing 
and archiving.  In the near 
future, survey processing tools 
will allow geophysicists to 
interact with all available data 

such that by clicking on a sidescan mosaic all other related data from different 
instruments or other surveys can be pulled up in a variety of different views to make 
interpretation both easier and more accurate. 

Full circle 
In common with other walks of life, where printed material has not been replaced by 
the video display, the printed output remains a key part of most surveys and the 
continuous greyscale printer a vital part of the geophysical suite.  Octopus 120 and 
200 series thermal printers (previously manufactured by Ultra and Dowty) have a 
pedigree dating back 20 years and are widely 
used throughout the geophysical world as well as 
for defence applications.  With support for both 
analogue and digital interfacing and with up to 
three channels for simultaneous sidescan and 
sub-bottom profiler printing, they are suitable for 
survey applications at all levels.  Although no 
longer a primary display medium, continuous 
greyscale print-outs of sidescan and sub-bottom 
profiler data are a mandatory requirement in 
many surveys, retained as a physical, permanent 
record in case the digital media should become 
corrupted.  Whilst many paper records are a 
safety measure, greyscale plots are a valuable 
interpretation tool.  In simple terms even the largest computer screen is limited in 
size and resolution whereas a 12 inch paper roll offers resolutions of 2300 pixels 
across the paper with a practically limitless length, allowing geophysicists to observe 
and interpret features not discernible on relatively small displays.  Like the fabled 
paper-less office it is questionable whether or not geophysical survey will ever be 
undertaken without paper print-outs and even if display technology catches up, there 
will probably be a place for printers to meet the need for a printed copy ‘just in case’. 


